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CASE STUDY 

Reportam- Compliment or comment on a good or bad service 

with Reportam 

 

 
 

Android App URL: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.reportam&hl=en   

ITunes URL: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/reportam-mobile-app/id960272222?ls=1&mt=8  

Website URL: http://www.reportam.com.ng/  

Category: Social 

Document Overview 

This document details the case study for the ReportAM, a service reviewing platform. Drafted case study 

will subject to detailed investigation by the Fullestop sales team. Case study for ReportAM is intended to 

supply sufficient and holistic information of the business model. It aims to capture all t he details 

relevant to the Online Review Service for Users. The document emphasizes on detailed contextual 

analysis to understand and add strength to the related project i.e. ReportAM. 



                        
 

 

 

Objective  

The objective here is to provide a platform to the customers to review, comment or compliment the 

kind of service they received from a company in Nigeria. Reportam provides a free review service to 

those customers who wish to speak for the service they got. Simply comment bad, or compliment good 

about anything you like, along with the category. If the concerned company reacts appropriately to your 

review, you can simply change your review back to good or bad. 

Reportam also provides a reputation building platform to the concerned companies by asking to resol ve 

the case by directly contacting the corresponding customer, hence developing a healthy company -

customer scenario in Nigeria. 

The target audience is the customers who wish to review for anything they feel like, and the respective 

companies who wish to improve their reviews and make their customers happy. 

Challenges  

 Making space for the unique and effective solution which Fullestop developed in the vast 

market. 

 To find a way through which both company and customers could be benefited.  

 Developing a user friendly interface with nice design and fluid user experience.  

 Working on several optimization techniques to handle large number of users and companies  

 Testing the application in various user scenarios.  

 

Synopsis 

Fullestop developed a service elevation platform for Nigeria where customer could review about a 

service they received and concerned companies could know about it and improve it by taking 

appropriate measures. Customers could make use of Reportam for comme nting bad or posting good 

compliments on any service they feel like, and rate that particular company or service. Companies could 

know about their review and improving or maintaining their services through this. 

Customer reviews could be done by these simple steps: 

 Log in to Reportam 



                        
 

 

 View reports on various companies or write a report 

 Mark your report as compliment or complaint 

 Define subject or the report and write the report 

 Fill the appropriate category and location 

 Submit your review 

 You will also be asked to Tweet the review or post it on facebook 

 

Companies could improve their reviews by: 

 Be positive about customer complaints. 

 Register as a responsive company 

 Get alerts (SMS/email) of reports about your company 

 Respond to customer complaint or compliment. 

 Investigate complaint, offer resolution and post response on website.  

 Offer compensation, vouchers, discounts as compensation if possible  

 Share your compliments on your website, Facebook and twitter 

 Benchmark your performance against competitors. 

 Pull reports from the platform, analyze and make efforts to improve. 

Technologies Used 
 Android Native development: For implementing parts of the app using native-code languages 

such as C and C++ and developing an intact native app. 

 Eclipse IDE: Contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the 

environment and developing android apps.  

 Android SDK: Includes sample projects, development tools, an emulator, and required libraries 

to build Android applications.  

 SQLite: For a commercial use of a zero configuration library and transactional database engine 

for the app data. 

 Objective C (for iPhone): Programming language used in the development of IOS and OS X apps. 



                        
 

 

 

Result  

Fullestop has accomplished a solution that is: 

 Secure in nature with privacy features and profile safety 

 Quick in operation with fluid transitions 

 Providing a perfect solution for improving the services organizations provide 

 Giving a platform to the customers to speak their minds 

 Robust and having a user friendly UI 

 

Reviews  

“Been awaiting this app since like forever. It's simple but exquisite!! Nice one here!!” 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.reportam  
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